Aladin

®

Say Hello to your magic connected lamp

Extending autonomy

Hello, nice to meet you

“

“

Aladin makes your path secure at night
Thanks to its integrated movement sensors, Aladin illuminates
your path with a progressive light in order to make your night
movements easier.
For maximum efficiency, we recommend mounting on the wall :
- either in your bedroom (next to or in front of the bed)
- or in the hallway that leads to your toilet (or bathroom)

In front of
the bed or
next to
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... and alerts a circle of dedicated people in the
event of fall
Family, relatives, friends, neighbors or the telecare platform are directly alerted
on their phones for a quick response which could minimize the consequences
of the fall.

Alerts will be sent
« in domino effect »
to the phones of the 3 caregivers
Picture credit : Adobe Stock

(family, neighbor, friend...)

Caregivers, who are designated by order of priority, are alerted by « domino
effect », one after the other.
Example :

3

1

2

Mike,
Paul’s neighbor

Fred,
Paul’s friend
(Lives in the same town)

ou

Telecare in option
Valerie,
Paul’s daughter
(Lives 1 hour distance
from Paul’s home)

Configure the list of caregivers by using:
- your computer : http://online.domalys.com
- your tablet or telephone : Aladin by Domalys (IOS et Androïd)
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Additional features with the pack of 3 Aladin :
Discover the PrediCare Technology® system
The simultaneous installation of the 3 Aladin units will enable an analyses of lifestyle
habits and therefore hope to detect any irregular activity (disturbed sleep, frequent
waking, important changes of temperature, etc).

1

PrediCare Technology ®
system available with a pack
of 3 Aladin tower

2

3

Ideally, we recommend installing :
- one Aladin tower in your bedroom 1
- one tower in the corridor leading to the toilets (or bathroom) 2
- and one tower in the main room (living room or kitchen) 3

All the changes will be sent to caregivers’ smartphones.
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... and an alarm function

*Aladin does not substitute an anti-intrusion alarm
system with remote monitoring

Thanks to its motion sensors, Aladin informs you in real time of any activity taking
place within your home.

You will therefore receive different
notifications :
- Fall alert
- Non-justified presence alert
- PrediCare® notifications

Prevention hopes to make the future safer

You can use all your devices. Aladin
Predicare Technology analyses (home
temperature, decreased sleep quality,
frequent waking, etc.) and therefore
detects the early warning signs that may
indicate illnesses.
Help your GrandMa or GrandPa
to preserve their autonomy.

Choose the telecare option
In addition to Aladin, you will benefit from 24/7
home support
Are you a caregiver and need to rely on someone because you live far away
or you are simply going on vacation ?
Aladin offers you a telecare option with our partner Filien ADMR.

Filien ADMR, telecare with certified predicare call center
The proposed solutions are modular and scalable in order to provide our
seniors with assistance 24/7. Aladin automatically connects you to a call
center which will alert the emergency services if necessary.
Option to be activated on: http://online.domalys.com
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Aladin options and accessories
Customizable casings and facades

Slate
Blanc

Beige

White

Tablet with phone charger

Green

Blue

Anthracite

Red

Floor stand
Can’t mount Aladin
on the wall ? You
can install it on a
stand.
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Installation simplified
1) Plug the bridge to your Internet box by using the Ethernet cable provided
(if you have subscribed to the 3G key option, simply plug the key with your
mobile operator card into the USB slot).
Box internet

3) The Aladin light flashes first in orange
before turning green.Everything is OK.
Your Aladin tower are ready for use.
Go to the app and invite the caregivers.

Bridge Domalys

2) Attach Aladin to the wall
and plug into the electrical
sockets

Installation instructions
are available online
www.aladin.io
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